Participation of the intracellular enzymes in the control of mutational processes : Part 4: the role of UV-specific endonuclease and medium composition in the induction of genic mutations in Escherichia coli.
The influence of UV-specific endonuclease and medium composition on the frequency and spectrum of genic mutations in Escherichia coli KI2 uvr (+) (with normal repair enzymes) and urv A6 (defective in UV-specific endonuclease) was studied. Mutations at the locus glu (gene controlling assimilation of glucose) were induced by ultra-violet irradiation and hydroxylamine treatment. To identify mutant colonies, triphenyl tetrazolium chloride (TTC) was added to the medium since it coloured the mutant colonies bright crimson and readily permitted distinction between pure mutant clones (complete mutations) and mixed clones (mosaic or sector mutations).A maximum mutation frequency after UV-irradiation was observed in E. coli uvr (+) cells but not in the E. coli uvr A6 strain. The curve of mutagenesis with a maximum was found in both studied strains after treatment by hydroxylamine which did not cause DNA damage recognized by UV-specific endonuclease.The highest frequency of mutations (at the point of maximum) in the series of experiments with enriched growth medium was almost 10 times higher than in the series of the experiments with poor medium.It was established that in bacteria with normal repair enzymes the frequency of complete mutations was higher than the frequency of mosaic mutations. It was also observed that the rate of UV-mutagenesis was higher in the case of E. coli uvr (+).The study of the distribution of mosaic mutant sectors in experiments with bacteria suspended in either a nutrient broth or a buffer during UV-irradiation revealed that the size of mutant sectors was rather variable and that the differences in the number of nucleoids per cell did not always determine the distribution of mutant sector sizes.